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National universal values   in the formation of spiritual and moral education of the younger 

generation In our country, creating opportunities for the formation of the content of education and 

national ideology, taking into account the universal values   and the foundations of our national 

culture. "The future begins today," said the wise man. The future of the young generation 

determines the criteria of the spiritual and spiritual process that makes them human. In this regard, it 

is especially important to increase the effectiveness of education and bring it up to world standards, 

to enrich education on the basis of best practices, on the basis of new pedagogical experiences. 

Raising a harmoniously developed generation will create the basis for them to be proud of their love 

for their nation, to study the ideas and teachings of the salt and to apply them in the future. the 

artistic, moral upbringing and perfection of the birds is one of the urgent tasks today. A spiritually 

mature nation will have the opportunity to properly assess and further develop its values. Thus, the 

growth of the spirituality of the society creates the conditions for the widespread use of values   and 

paves the way for the further development of values. Based on the definition of values, universal 

values   can be defined as follows. Universal values   are a form of value related to ethnicity and 

characteristics that are important to a nation. 

The purpose of education is shaped by the needs of society. Therefore, the purpose of education 

should be appropriate and balanced. In the scientific literature, the purpose of education is to 

develop the skills and abilities to use the opportunities accurately, clearly and appropriately, to 

develop logical and creative thinking, to increase communicative literacy, to assimilate the national 

idea, to form an oriental upbringing. naval enrichment. The educational goal is to improve students' 

communication skills through independent thinking, oral and written literacy, and logical thinking. 

The purpose of education is spiritual, ideological and moral education. In the process of learning a 

language, it is possible to get closer to the cultural and moral values   of the people. 

Used in repetition or reinforcement activities in the classroom. The choice of a type of game 

depends on the type of lesson, the level of training of students in the game, their level of 

knowledge, opportunities for independent creative work, the ability to quickly recall what has been 

learned, the degree of creativity. should be 

Education focuses on teaching students to think, to understand the opinions of others and to express 

these ideas orally and in writing. takes place. The way of life and cultural creativity of a nation is 

studied on the basis of its rich historical heritage. 

Today, teachers are required to use advanced pedagogical and new information technologies in their 

teaching. Based on the above, based on our experiences, we will share our ideas on how to teach 

using interactive methods in the classroom. We hope that it will help our colleagues to increase the 

effectiveness of training. It will also be one of their closest assistants to students in fulfilling their 

responsibilities, such as choosing their direction and developing skills to prepare for independent 

living. 

The study of advanced pedagogical experience and the discovery of new pedagogical phenomena 

and laws based on it will make good quality changes in the educational process, will lead to the 

solution of problems of managing students' learning activities, modeling the learning process in a 
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new way. 'ladi. A creative teacher should not only be able to successfully teach and nurture 

children, but also have research skills and competencies to learn from the work experience of 

advanced teachers. In the teacher's profession, pedagogical skills are given as the main quality. If 

you ask, "What is pedagogical skill?" If you listen to each one carefully, each answer will definitely 

contain something new. If we look at the concept of "pedagogical skills" in an encyclopedic 

dictionary, it is the art of constantly developing and bringing the process of education to a higher 

level, which is unique to every educator, when he loves children and his work. The educator is a 

highly cultured specialist, well-versed in his subject and well-versed in child psychology, well-

versed in teaching methods. 

There are two definitions in the history of pedagogy, the first linking pedagogical skills to teaching 

methods, while the second group of scholars consider the pedagogical personality to be a key factor. 

Such a concept is inseparable, because neither the method nor the person can complement each 

other, and to carry out the method, it is necessary to know and be able to do everything that will be 

the laws of education, principles, technology, diagnostics, design , correction, and so on. It takes 

years and years of hard work to master it. There is also the idea that it takes talent to have that kind 

of skill. Everyone is born an educator in life, which means that you only need to learn and teach 

pedagogical skills. 
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